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but his name is never mentioned without a prayer.1 He is
to be the intercessor at the day of judgment. His example
in matters of faith and practice, as substantiated by the
traditions, which profess to be the records of what he did,
of what he said, and of what was done in his presence, un-
forbidden by him, is practically as binding as the teaching
of the Koran itself. Practice based on the example of the
prophet is called "Sunnah." The traditions— .often called
the table-talk of Mohammed — vary greatly in their authen-
ticity, which has been the subject of much learned discussion.
For example, Abu Daud received only 4,800 out of 500,000! 2
1 There is a phrase constantly on the lips of the peasants of Syria
when they wish to emphasize the importance of a statement which is
capable of misinterpretation by strangers who translate it carelessly,
"Pray to the Prophet/' This phrase has been explained to me by a
noted Arab grammarian as an ellipsis for a longer phrase. When a man
Is adjured with the words ^M-ff jj^ i^*-A &q at once responds:
&JJf (J^3 (God has prayed for him and blessed him).
Hence the full meaning of the adjuration is: " Say, God has prayed for
Mohammed and blessed him" — a quotation from the daily prayer.
When the adjuration is put in the form of a question, it means some-
thing as follows: "Are you paying strict attention? Are you in a suf-
ficiently serious frame of mind regarding the matter in hand that you
can say: 'God has prayed for the prophet?'" etc. Sometimes porters
when carrying a load call out "Ya rusul Allah" (O prophet of God!),
just as they call out " Ya Khalll" (O Abraham!), or just as the dervishes
address the long-dead founders of their orders.
2 See article, "Traditions," in Hughes's "Dictionary of Mam." In
regard to the bearing of the traditions on Moslem theology, Stanley
Lane Poole makes the following observations in his "Studies in a
Mosque," pp. 164-167. "A large portion of what Moslems believe arid
practice is not found in the Koran at all. We do not mean that the
traditions of Mohammed are not as good authority as the Koran— and,
indeed, except that in the latter case the prophet professed to .speak the
words of God, and in the former he did not so profess, there is little to
choose between them — nor do we assert that the early doctora of the
law displayed any imaginative faculty in drawing their inferences and
analogies, though we have our suspicions; all that we would insist on ie
that it is a mistake to call the Koran either the theological com-
pendium or the corpus legis of Islam."
The Sunnis recognize four Orthodox schools of interpretation— the
Hanaft'yeh, ShafiTyeh, Malakt'yeh, and Hanbalt'yeh. Their differ-

